Optimization possibility of an intensive radiation source by electrons in crystals was considered. The technique is based on the Compton scattering of X-radiation. To obtain the initial "true" radiation spectrum, it is necessary to restore the spectrum of the measured scattered radiation by means of the inverse Compton transform.
INTRODUCTION
The radiation, arising as relativistic electrons pass through the crystal, is investigated very intensively18 because it can be used to create the quasimonochromatic, polarized and intense X-ray and gamma source. But experimental results have been obtained only for very low electron current regimes, when the radiation is created by a single electron passing through the crystal. As a result, the predictions in case of the high beam current have discrepancies up to 5 orders9 for Xradiation. The prospect and requirement for the creation of intensive coherent X-ray sources result in the necessity of special experimental technique development that will enable to measure the basic characteristics of such radiation: intensity of radiation; spectral and angular distributions, etc. The difficulties for creation and optimisation of an intensive gamma-source are connected with the high current of the accelerated electrons and thick crystal converters.
In this work the method for optimization of intensive X-ray sources is proposed. The methods are based on the results received by authors at investigations of gamma radiation of electrons in thick single crystals'°12. In the measurement method the nonlinear conversion of initial gamma radiation is used by a Compton scattering on the special targetscatterer10. Gamma-radiation of electrons from the target 1 after cleaning magnets 3, 5 passes the scatterer 6. The Compton scattered photons after measuring-channel collimators 9, 1 1 , 1 2 are registered by gamma-spectrometer 14. The movement of the scatterer along A-C allows measuring of the spectral-angular distribution of the intensive gamma-radiation. This technique was tested on Kharkov linear electron accelerator at electron energy 1 GeV'°' . The method allows us: -to measure the "true" spectral -angular distributions of radiation without this radiation distortion in experimental conditions of a multiple production of gamma quanta in thick crystals by one electron; -to measure the "true' spectral -angular distributions of radiation in experimental conditions of intensive pulse beam (gamma quanta combination).
MEASUREMENTS FOR INTENSIVE GAMMA-RADIATION SOURCE
Figs. 2 and 3 show, for example, the experimental gamma-spectra measured by means of this technique'°. (1) and (2) were obtained in assumption that the photon scattering occurs on free rest electron. However, for electron energy less than 100 keV this assumption is invalid at the photon scattering by atomic electrons, which have bond energy and impulse distribution.
If initial photon energy is small in comparison with a rest electron energy, the Compton cross-section may be written in the form d2a m J(q) doid dw)Th (02 i1 -k2 6p = 300 --op=11O0
where (Dj and w2 5 the energy of initial and scattered photon, consequently, 0is scattering angle, m is electron rest mass. Fig. 4 shows the dependence of scattered photons energy on the initial photons energy for two photon scattering angles 30°and 110°. 
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where is the nonrelativistic Thomson cross-section, J(q) = 2 f n(p0 )p0dp0 is the Compton cross-section '\ dw )
profile; for one electron we have q = (k1 -k2) Ik1 -k2 and fJ(q)dq =1. Here n(po) is the probabili that an electron in the ground state of the system will have momentum Po.
The authors of work13 on the visualization systems simulation are used the relativistic equation for double differential cross section for scattering at ang1e9 per differential solid angle dQ, per differential energy doi from work14: d2o- where co' is the energy of scattered photon. Compton profiles in this work were used from published calculations with use of the precise Hartree-Fock wave functions'5. Equation associating energy of scattered photon with q is
where w2 is energy of scattered photon predicted by Compton equation (1). The presence of a bound electron momentum results in the energy distribution of scattered photons for a fixed scattering angle and the violation of a single valued bond between the scattering angle and the photon energy (Compton spectra). (6) where N(o2) -the initial spectrum of scattered photons, S(o2) -detector system's response, J(o2) -Compton profile, M(co2) -the multiple scattering function, A(co2) -probability of photoelectric absorption in scatterer, C(o2) -Compton cross-section on free electrons, i(o2) -detector efficiency function, p(o2) -background distribution. The initial spectrum of scattered photons N(w2) would then be obtained from (4) by the deconvolution procedur&8. In the case of coherent polarization radiation the photons have the high degree of linear polarization19' 20 The photons polarized perpendicular to the scattering plane, are scattered stronger then the photons polarized parallel to the scattering plane21. This fact can lead to distortion ofthe measuring X-ray spectra and has to be taken into account by measuring of Xray intense source. 
CONCLUSIONS
The considered technique on the base of Compton scattering of the gamma-radiation can allow the spectral -angular measurement of the intense gamma-radiation: -to measure the "true" spectral -angular distributions of radiation without this radiation distortion in experimental conditions of a multiple production of gamma quanta in thick crystals by one electron.
-to measure the "true" spectralangular distributions of radiation in experimental conditions of intense pulse beam. The presence of the experimental Compton profile of bound atomic electrons and the simple form of semiconductor detector response can provide the spectrum measurement for scattered photons of X-radiation by the deconvolution procedure. To obtain the initial "true" spectrum of X-radiation, it is necessary to restore the spectrum of the measured scattered radiation using the inverse Compton transformation.
The influence of the radiation polarization on experimental spectra measurements has to be taken into account by corresponding choice of crystal orientation.
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